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SUMMARY 
Earthquake i ntensity i s a n i mportant m easure f or t he e xtent of eart hquake hazard. It is cl osely related t o si te 
condition, ground m otion i ntensity an d seismic wav e propagation ap proach. S tudy on in tensity ano maly h as 
great theoretical significance and engineering value for earthquake resistant engineering. There are two intensity 
anomalies worth studying in great earthquake occurred in China. One is Yutian Ⅵ degree low intensity anomaly 
in Tangshan earthquake, the other is Hanyuan Ⅷ degree high intensity anomaly in Wenchuan earthquake. This 
paper reviews the study p rogress of intensity anomaly, makes a detailed summary of t he geological structure 
background a nd damage charact eristics about t he t wo an omalous regions, an d contrasts t he anomalous 
generation mechanism. It also proposes further research on the generation mechanism and distribution law of 
intensity anomaly，which offers reference value for carrying out comprehensive research on intensity anomaly in 
the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Earthquake intensity is an i mportant measure for the extent of ear thquake hazard. It is closely  related 
to site conditions, intensity of ground motion and the approach of earthquake wave propagation. Study 
on intensit y anomaly  h as great theoretical significance and  engineering  value for earthquake 
engineering. There are two intensity anomalies wort h studying in great earthquake occurred in China . 
The first one appeared in Tangshan earthquake, 1976, in Yutian, which is almost 50 km northwest from 
the epicenter . A  low-intensity anom aly region with the intensit y of Ⅵ degree was observed. This 
phenomenon was also observed in Sanhe-Pinggu gr eat earthquake in 1679. T he second ap peared in 
Wenchuan great earthquake, 2008, i n Hany uan, which is alm ost 200 km fro m the epicenter. A  
high-intensity anomaly region with the intensity of  degreeⅧ  was observed. It  not only made severe 
damage to the old town i n Hanyuan, but also caused huge life and econom ic loss. S tudies on the 
anomaly generation mechanism, distribution law and  earthquake damage features not o nly bear great 
theoretical si gnificance and engineering value, but also provide guidance for  the further study of  
intensity anomaly. It is emphasized that reasons for intensity anomaly are very complicated. Currently, 
site condition is generally believed to be the main reason to produce intensity anomaly. On the basis of 
summarizing the status quo of intensity anom aly research, this paper analy ses and generalizes the  
tectonic setting, earthquake damage features and generation mechanism of intensity anomaly in Yutian 



 

 
 

and Hanyuan, and com pares the generation m echanism of these t wo intensity anomalies from various 
aspects. This of fers crucial reference value for carrying out comprehensive researches on ea rthquake 
intensity anomaly.  
 
 
2. STATUS QUO OF EARTHQUAKE INTENSITY ANOMALY RESEARCH 
 
China began its research work on inte nsity anomaly after Xingtai earthquake in 1966, and found that  
the seism ic intensity cont our m ap was not  regular  elliptical images after macro-inspection, but the 
irregular shapes that usually occurred in intensity anomaly areas (Diao and Li, 2006). The research on 
Xingtai intensity anomaly opened up a new area fo r site conditions influence on earthquake disasters 
and drew sig nificant conclusions that site conditi ons do af fect the intensity distribution.  In other  
countries, the researchers did not realize that eart hquake waves could reflect multiple times in weak 
foundations l ike lagoons and basi ns, and coul d inc rease the ear thquake damage until the  Mexico 
earthquake in 1985 and the Kobe earth quake in 19 95. Currentl y, the methods to research i ntensity 
anomaly research mainly include macro-inspection and site testing after earthquake, analy sis of 
earthquake records and numerical simulation. 
 
2.1. Macro-Inspection and Site Testing 
 
Macro-inspection after earthquake is the  most important method for earthquake damage investigation. 
It could access the earthquake damage data ti mely and accurately, and provide first-hand i nformation 
and material s to the rese arch on intensity  anom aly an d earthq uake dam age distributio n. Another 
important method for research is site t esting, which applies ways like drilling holes, microtremor test 
and artificial blasting, so a s to analyze and study regional geological structure, soil characteri stics and 
earthquake wave propagation chara cteristics of  intensit y anom aly area. These two m ethods 
complement each other a nd are widel y used in the previous resear ch of i ntensity anomaly . For 
example, Yao et al. (1974) used the two  methods to a nalyze how different soil, terrain conditions and 
broken fault impact the high-intensity anomaly area in Jingjing-Huolu (Yao et al., 1974). They thought 
that the intensity  anomaly area was mainly caused by the total refl ection of the crust interface she ar 
wave, and the thick lay er (about 20m ), sand pebbles and aquifer had great im pact on the intensi ty 
values, which was generally 1 to 2 degree higher than the intensity value in bedrock region. Since then, 
many other s cholars have also adopted these methods to resear ch intensity anomaly, such as Yutian 
intensity ano maly region in T angshan earthquake , Ninghe inte nsity anom aly regi on i n Tangshan 
earthquake and Han yuan intensity anomaly region in Wenchuan earthquake (Tian et al ., 1981; Yang 
and Liu, 1994; Gao et al., 2008; Bo et al., 2009; Qi et al., 2010). All in all, m acro inspection and site  
testing after earthquake are good methods that can explain the intensity anomaly in a better way.  
 
2.2. Analysis of Earthquake Records 
 
Analysis of earthquake records is an empirical method to estimate site response, which is used actual 
earthquake data or microtremor data to analy ze sit e response. It has crucial engineering application  
value, because of this method requires no detailed m astery of the nature of site soil, operates quite 
easily and bears definite physical meaning. This method can be categorized as traditional spectral ratio 



 

 
 

method (Bo rcherdt, 19 70), generalized lin ear inversion  m ethod (Andrews, 1986)  an d 
horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio method (H/V method, Nakamura, 1989). For instance, Bonilla et al. 
(1997) applied traditional spectral ratio method, gene ralized linear inversion m ethod and H/V method 
respectively to analyze the site amplification effect of intensity anomaly region in San Fernando Valley 
basing on th e acceleration time history  records of  aftershock in North Fields earthquake in 1994 
(Bonilla et al ., 199 7). He found that the qualit y factor has significant im pact on site response, 
especially at high  freque ncies, which finall y theo retically expl ains the reason for  abnor mal site 
response in the valley. According to the data of principal earthquake acceleration records, Wang (2011) 
used traditional spectral ratio m ethod which consider ing the impact of geometric attenuation to study 
the soil amplification effect near 25 strong motion stations in Weihe basin(Wang, 2011). He found that 
the  inten sity anom aly along the edge of W eihe basin fro m Baoji to Meixian Ⅶ in W enchuan 
earthquake was mutually caused by basin edge ef fect and soil am plification effect. Thus, the analysis 
of earthquake records can explain the i ntensity anomaly well and  could be tr uly reflect site response. 
However, du e to t he restriction of  the  layout of str ong m otion station, t here are inadequate strong  
motion’s records can be used for scien tific research, which fact limits the application of this method in 
studying intensity anomaly.  

 
2.3. Numerical Simulation 
 
Although numerical si mulation is wide ly applied i n earthquake response an alysis, it is less used to 
comprehensive analy ze generalization  mechanis m of  intensit y anomaly . It  mainly  simulates and 
analyzes part of t he factors that related to t opography i n anom aly region, soil  conditi ons a nd other  
complicated characteristics. At present , there are many numerical analy sis methods can be used t o 
study factors af fects ground m otion like topography , soil condit ion and ot hers, these incl ude finite 
element method (FEM), fi nite dif ference method (FDM), frequency  domain equivalent linearization 
wave method (WM), spectral element method (SEM) and boundary element method (BEM) (Liao and 
Li, 1989; Zhang and Chen, 2007; Hu et al., 2011). They are often used in combination because every  
one of t hem focuses on different aspects. For exam ple, Olsen used finite dif ference method and 
finite-fault model to sim ulate directly at the phe nomena that the earthquake damage are worse in Los  
Angeles Basin than other regions in  n ine dif ferent earthquakes, and adopted  the peak vel ocity as 
indicator to assess the amplification effect, and simulated the three-dimension earthquake response of  
basin soil in different earthquakes, thus  explained why earthquake damage was worse (Olsen, 200 0). 
Li et al . (2003) used explicit finite elem ent to simula te earthquake response of  fault site under the  
input of pulse seismic wave (Li et al., 2003). He stu died intensity anomaly in Tuanshu fault site and 
found that the amplification effect of soil site near bedrock foot of mountain is 2 to 4 times on average 
stronger than the site far away from bedrock foot of  mountain or in the area of mountain bedrock. In  
general, numerical sim ulation method can of fer be tter quantitative  explanation of intensity anomaly 
according to earthquake response theory. 
  
In addition, analytical m ethod could also be u sed in intensity anom aly resea rch because it is m ore 
reliable than numerical simulation when study the nature of such  problems. It can not only verify the 
accuracy of the numerical method, but also provide evidence for calculation results of strong m otion 
records analysis. But analytical method requires higher level of mathematical physics calculation, such 
as boundary conditions, constitutive re lations, and calculates parameters. There are so me restrictions 



 

 
 

on the calculation as well. Moreover, analytical method ignores how some factors, such as topography, 
soil characteristics and geological structure impact the intensity anomaly. Therefore, it seldom used in 
the study of intensity anomaly. 
 
 
3. YUTIAN LOW INTENSITY ANOMALY REGION 
 
Yutian low in tensity anomaly region is located in the centre and north part of Yutian county, and an 
area of a low intensity of  degree, while the intensity of most areas in Tangshan Ⅵ was Ⅶ degree (Tian 
et al., 1981; Yang and Chen, 1981). The region is an  oval-shaped with a length of 30km from east to  
west, a width about 13km from south to north, covering an area of 300 km 2. Most of the houses in the 
anomaly region remained intact, only a few indivi dual cracks or minor damage were observed. There  
was no obvious damage on the surface of the house. 

 
3.1. Geological Structure of Yutian Anomaly Region 
 
Judging from the geol ogical structure, Yutian anomaly region is located at the south  edge o f Yinshan 
zonal structural belt and above Jixian b roken concave of Y anshan fold belt, t he west edge is Baodi 
uplift (Tian et al., 1981; Zhang and Zhu, 1981; Shou et al., 1983), and the south is Wuqing depression 
bounded by Baodi fracture. This region is a relativ ely stable geological unit where there is no deep 
fault and active fault going through. It is on relatively good alluvial foundation soils in this region. The 
Moho interfa ce and Conrad interface depth of this  region are 34km  and 18km respectivel y. Dept h 
contours of the two interfaces  show a nearly east-west trending and the depth is increa sing from south 
to north. The re is no deep fracture that cuts M oho’s or Conrad’ s interface. As far as the regional 
landform is  concerted, this region crosses  the an cient alluvial-pluvial fan of Huanxian g River , 
Yanshankou and Jiyun River (Zhang and Zhu, 1981; Shou et al., 1983). Areas that surround the region 
are alluvium mainly conta in sand and clay. The terrai n here is relatively  flat. The north part of this  
region is the hilly part of southern Yanshan mountain foot and the south part are plains and depressions 
of broad retreat sea. The bedrock landform of the region is slope of transition zone from the north part 
of the bedr ock hill  to t he south part of Yahongqiao depression. The overbur den thickness i s uneven 
and gradually increases from northeast to southwest. The thickness of the quaternary is 140m to 300 m 
in the northern, and increases to more than 700 m in the southern depression areas. The soil layer 50m 
below ground surface is mainly composed of gravel, sand soil and clay , which structure is formed in 
ancient times and is dense and solid. 
 
3.2. Main Features of Yutian Low Intensity Anomaly Region 
 
After the Tangshan earthquake, the investigation s howed that m ost of the houses wer e moderately 
damaged in the centre and northern parts of Yutian county. The in tensity of this region is Ⅵ degree,  
but the damage of houses in the surrounding areas was more serious and the intensity is Ⅶ degree, 
which indicated there were many geological phenomena like sand blasting, water inflow and groun d 
deformation. The finding of task f orce’s of T angshan earthquake macro expedition also showed that 
the majority of the houses were in good condition with only individual old house’s wall coating or roof 
falling, very few of the old houses roof collap sed. There was no obvi ous surface damage and sand  



 

 
 

blasting or  water inflow . In additi on, the earthquake dam age investigation b y Zhang  et al . (19 81) 
showed that t he ratio of  second-class houses that we re severely  damaged and collapse in t he region 
was less than 2%  (Zhang and Zhu, 19 81). There was no brick chim ney collapse, the damage of th e 
surrounding houses was much worse. Ratio of the sev erely damaged and collapse was abo ut 40% to 
50%. Especially in the northern piedm ont areas wh ere there were  all stone m asonry structures, the  
ration was about 70%. T ian et al . (1 981) d id an earthquake dam age investigation am ong in 7 40 
villages in Y utian count y and 25 villages in Fengrun count y i n 1980 (T ian et al ., 19 81). Th ey 
calculated the damage index values based on data of  investigation and drew the earthquake damage 
map of Yutian county. They used the d amage index of 0.2 as the boun dary of l ow-intensity anomaly 
region and concluded that region was an oval shape with a length of 30 km  from east to we st and 13 
km from north to south in witch. The area is about 300 km2. There is a good correlation between the 
region and aerial housing collapse envelope of Tangshan earthquake in 1976. 
 
 
4. HANYUAN HIGH INTENSITY ANOMALY REGION 
 
Hanyuan old town and surrounding areas were severely damaged in Wenchuan great earthquake, 2008. 
The intensity of this region was Ⅸ degree. The earthquake damage in Hanyuan new town was slightly 
insignificant and the intensity  was Ⅶ degree. The co mprehensive ass essment show ed that the 
earthquake intensity of Hanyuan county was , Ⅷ and was the only  degree highⅧ  intensity anomaly 
region in the  degree regions. The i ntensity anomaly region Ⅵ was approximate in oval shape, with  
long axis of about 30 km is along nort hwest to southeast direction, and the shor t axis is about 17 km . 
The total area of this region was about 400 km2 (Gao et al., 2008; Bo et al., 2009). 
 
4.1. Geological Structure of Hanyuan Anomaly Region 
 
Hanyuan anomaly region i s located in the east edge  of the north Hengduan Mountains part and is the 
transition zone between the W estern Sichuan plateau and Sichuan basin. It  belongs of part of the  
second-level unit of geote ctonic in Daliangshan m iddle uplift reg ion which is part of China west 
strong uplift  region. This region has been experiences a significant uplift  pr ocess since Quaternary , 
with the to pography m ainly characteristic of tectonic denudati on m ountain and valle y or basin  
formatted by erosion and accu mulation (Gao et al ., 200 8; Gu et a l., 2009). As far as the regional 
geological tectonics are concerned, the region is locat ed at the in terchange of Central Sichuan block, 
Sichuan-Qinghai block and  Sichuan-Yunnan block (Gao et al., 2008; Bo et al., 2009). The directions 
of faulted structure are N E, NW and NS. Most of the faults in this region are the general active faults 
of the Quaternary , distributing among the They are l ocated in the  southeast pa rt of Xianshuihe fault 
and Haitang-Y uexi part of Daliangshan fault. They  m anifest o bvious activity  of the Holocene. 
Hanyuan old town is located at the interchange of Liusha River and Dadu River. It is the central part of 
Hanyuan s yncline, where are all kinds  of f ormations belon ged to Paleozoic, Ca mbrian, Mesozoic, 
Jurassic, C enozoic, Tertiary and Quaternary . The m ain buildings and residential area nearb y in this 
region are located in the first-level terraces of Lius ha River , firs t-level terrac es of Dadu River and 
northern piedmont of Hanyuan valle y basin. The soil  in this region is lo ose and thick, similar to the  
weak basin site condition.  Hanyuan new town is however located in Luob ogang between Dadu River 
and Liusha River . The soil lay er in this  area is modern alluvial sedi ments and relatively  denser, and 



 

 
 

contains lots of gravels, it belongs to second-class site (Gao et al., 2008; Gu et al., 2009). 
 
4.2. Main Features of Hanyuan High Intensity Anomaly Region 

 
According to the findings of China National eart hquake disaster assessment team in Wenchuan Great 
earthquake, there are many h ousing t ypes in Hany uan count y. I n the Hany uan old town two main 
housing t ypes include old  fashioned w ooden fram e structure, brick fracture and a sm all am ount of  
frame structure. While in the Hany uan new town th e main housing t ype is brick and fram e structure. 
The damage index of the old fashioned wooden frame structure in the old town is 0.75 and the damage 
index of brick and frame structure in the same region is 0.66. While in the new town the damage index 
brick and fra me structure is 0.30, and t he damage index of d ifferent housing types in ot her towns or  
rural sampling points varies. According to t he Hanyuan earthquake investigation on 86 houses in the 
old town, t he masonry bui ldings in t he old town are damaged most seriously . The ratio of severely 
disrupted building is 44.93%. The bottom frame structure and multi-story reinforced concrete structure 
remain basically  i ntact or moderately damaged. The ratio of severely  disrupted buildi ng in this  
category is less than 15%. In addition, landslide and rolling stone can be fo und in Anle town and 
observed the wilderness of Liyuan town. Ground fissures and liquefaction of sand soil are observed in 
the field of Baiyan town. In short, the range of Hanyuan anomaly region is enormous (Gao et al., 2008; 
Boo et al ., 2 009; Lu et al ., 2 009) and  severely  da maged. The earthquake d amage of housing i n 
Hanyuan old town can be divided into several partitions. The damage index of the old town is 0.5 with 
an intensity of . The average damage index of other areas is 0.2Ⅸ , and the intensity is Ⅶ. 
 
 
5. ANALYSIS OF EARTHQUAKE INTENSITY ANOMALY MECHANISM 
 
Viewing from the aspect of engineerin g seismology, the reasons for intensit y anomaly relate to m any 
site conditions. Such as topography , soi l characteristi cs, soil structure and fault  structure. They also  
relate to the i nterference of earthquake wave. Study on anomaly mechanism and distrib ution pattern 
has significance and great value in engineering for urban planning, site selection and seismic design.  
 
5.1. Analysis of Yutian Low Intensity Anomaly Mechanism 
 
After Tangshan earthquake, the Y utian low-intensity  anomaly drew much attention of sch olars and  
researchers h ome and abroad. T ian et al . (19 81) did som e investigation of  earthquake da mage and  
geological structure in Yutian intensity anomaly region and collected a lar ge amount of drilling holes 
data (Tian et al., 1981). They analyzed the mechanism of anomaly in direction of geological structure 
and soil struc ture, and the n concluded that the two main reasons for the intensity  anomaly. The first  
one is the tectonic setting stability in the region, because it bore the feature of si mple structure and 
ancient exposed strata. The second reason was that the soil la yer contained coarse particulate matter 
and clay. Liu et al . (1982) did drilli ng exploration in 26 v illages in or nearby  t he Yutian intensity 
anomaly regi on (Liu et al ., 198 2). He acquired the soil histogra m and seismic wave velo city data  
within 30m underground in these 26 sit es, and adopted the average soil shear modulus as the index to 
analyze the differences in different areas inside or outside the abnormal region. The result showed that 
there were two reasons for the low intensity anomaly. First, the soil layer within 20m underground had 



 

 
 

relatively high average shear modulus. And second, the soil layer contained more coarse grained soil. 
Between 1987 and 1988 China and Japan did a joint research on deep geological structure and shallow 
soil characte ristics in Y utian. Rese archers arra nged 6 artificial blasting poi nts and 83 vibration 
observation points in Y utian abnormal r egion and areas nearby, and com pleted lots of tests,  such as 
artificial sei smic wave measurements in lar ge areas,  shear wave velocity test and ground pulse test. 
The results showed that the good basement structure, soil structure and soil condition of the abnormal 
region were t he main reasons for less earthquake damage. According to the data of the sh allow and 
deep geological structure,  the wave velocity  and artificial seis mic wave measurements, Yang et al . 
(1995) adopted the methods of seismic microzonation to stud y Yutian low intensity  anomaly (Yang 
and Liu, 1995). The y found that greater thickness of overly ing soil and spec ial soil wave  velocity 
structure were the main reasons for intensity anomaly. In summary, good regional tectonic setting, the  
special soil structure and good soil characteristics are the main factors contributing to the low intensity 
anomaly phenomenon in Yutian.  
 
5.2. Analysis of Hanyuan High Intensity Anomaly Mechanism 
 
After W enchuan great earthquake, t he Han yuan high-intensity anomaly drew m uch attention  t o 
scholars and resear chers home and abroad. At pr esent, we believe that site conditions, like as 
resurrection of Beihou mountain landslide and special soil structure what amplifies the seismic ground 
motion are the main reasons (Bo et al ., 2009). Beihou mountain landslide is located in the north of 
Hanyuan county, it is formed in late T ertiary or early Quaternary, and is an anci ent landslide which in 
large scale a nd slide repeatedly. The la ndslide looks like a round-backed ar mchair with the posterior 
wall repeat edly collapses and slides. The leading edge is ancient accu mulation and extends to the  
underground of Hany uan old town. After the earthquake, stro ng grou nd motion reen ergized the 
resurrection of Beihou mountain lands lide and crac king phenomena like trailing edge crack, surface 
water flow , s and liquefaction and retaining wall cr acking were also observed. Based on the field 
investigation data, we adopted finite  element method to estimate the natural period of  landslide and 
compared it with the predominant period of strong motion near seismic monitoring station in Hanyuan 
county. The result showed that the value of the two periods was close to each other, thus the landslide 
could resonate by earthquake, and made the earthquake damage more serious in Hanyuan old town. In 
addition, the Quaternary sediment in Hanyuan ol d town was thick and co ntained fluvial gra vel, sand 
and clay sediment, it also had special soil structure in which silt and silty clay deposited directly on the 
great angular gravel and drift pebbles. According to the drilling hole data on the site, we used one 
dimension soil lay er seis mic response a nalysis method to study  the seis mic re sponse of special soil 
layers when the thickness of gravel la yer changed within a  certain range. The  result  shows that the 
gravel layer in which m iddle coarse sand and silt y clay deposited significantly amplified the groun d 
motion. Especially  when the thickness of gravel la yer reached 16m , the a mplification factor of the 
surface peak acceleration would reach 3. Which fact caused the high intensity anomaly in Hanyuan old 
town. Moreover Gao et al . (2008) preli minarily studied the possible reas ons for high-intensity  
anomaly by analyzing the main factors of Hanyuan high-intensity anomaly region (Gao et al., 2008). 
They thought that site condition, earthquake source process and spatial distribution of energy release 
were the main reasons for high-intensit y anomaly. They also th ought that seismic wave propagation  
and vibration isolation effect or excitation effect of fault fracture belt might also be the reasons for the 
anomaly. I n summary, Ha nyuan high-i ntensity an omaly was the result of multiple fact ors, am ong 



 

 
 

which the resurrection of Beihou mountain landslide, site conditions and effect of special soil structure 
on seismic ground motion were the main factors.  
 
5.3. Mechanism Comparison between Yutian and Hanyuan Intensity Anomaly 
 
Yutian and  Hanyuan dre w much attention  of scho lars and rese archers bec ause they both had great 
influence among all earthquakes in China  and were  characteristi cs of obvious ground m otion. The 
mechanism c omparison between the m not only  has  an im portant theoretical significance and great 
value in engineering, but also provides a reference for further study of intensity anomaly.  
 
First of all, judging from the regional geological tectonic back ground, Y utian is located in the 
relatively stable geological unite which bear no de ep fault and active fault through. Y utian also has 
relatively good diluvium soil. Meanwhile, Hany uan is located at the interchange of Central Sichuan  
block, Sichuan-Qinghai block and  Sichuan-Yunnan block, the faults develope d greatly in the region  
and had distinctive Holocene activities. Secondly, judging from the soil characteristics of the abnormal 
region, the s oil layers within 20m  underground in Yutian are dense and contain m ore coarse grained 
soil, while Hanyuan old town is located at the interchange of Liusha River and Dadu River, the soil in 
the region is  loose and t hick, sim ilar to the weak  basin site conditi on. Th irdly, conside ring soil 
structure, Yutian has special soil layer in which the hard soil lay er covers the relatively  soft soil layer, 
but i n Han yuan the relativ ly hard  soil l ayer cover t he soft la yer. Finally, the  t opography of Yutian 
county is gen eraliy flat and changes very  little. While the topogra phy of Han yuan is mainly tectonic 
denudation mountain and valley or basin formatted by erosion and accumulation and also is influenced 
by t he resurrection of Bei hou m ountain landslide.  Therefore, whichever poi nt of  view, t he seism ic 
conditions of low intensit y anomaly region are better than t he ones of high i ntensity anomaly region. 
This not only provides refe rences for site collection, but also promotes further research of intensity 
anomaly conditions.  
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The appearance of intensity anom aly region is very common in d estructive earthquake damage 
investigation. S tudy o n th e generation mechanism and distrib ution law of t ypical intensity  anomaly 
region not only has important theoretical significance and great value in engineering, but also plays a 
guiding role in intensity anom aly re search. In ge neral, the resear ch of intensity anomaly  is not 
comprehensive at presen t. Most of t hem are based on m acro-earthquake damage data,  regional 
tectonic and l ocal site condition. The r esearch findings cannot fully explain the reasons for intensi ty 
anomaly, and m ost of them  are qualitative analy sis, onl y a few are quantitative analy sis, especially 
they lacks quantitative analy sis based on strong m otion records. Therefore, further research should be 
based on the su mmaries of macro-da mage characteristics in typical intensity  anom aly region. 
Comprehensive consideration of sh ould be taken m any factors, such as focal mechanis ms, regional 
geological structures, buried bedrock topography, bedrock ground motion inputs, local site conditions, 
seismic wave propagation characteristics and soil nonlinearity . We can e stablish the seis mic response 
analysis model, which can take into account the natu re of soil, soil structure, bedrock topo graphy and 
regional tectonic setting respectively, so as to carry  out seismic response analysis in intensity anomaly 



 

 
 

region. Then we summarize all possible reasons for intensity anomaly based on all the fact ors above, 
and according to the results of strong m otion reco rds analy sis, qualitative analy sis and quantitative 
analysis, we amend the results and find  the prediction method of intensity anomaly which can be used  
in engineerin g. This can not onl y pro mote the res earch of inte nsity anom aly m echanism, but also 
provide basic information for disaster assessment of  intensity  anomaly  region , urban planning, site 
collection and seismic design. 
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